Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for MARCH 2011, the 2nd “Newsflash”-update this year!

Some recommended & (at least for us) new names in this update: KABOOM KARAVAN, ROBERT CROUCH, BANKS BAILEY, PHILIP SULIDAE, SOH RAB, DMITRI VOUDOURIS, OWWL, RAGLE GUMM, i AM esper...

and we especially recommend the first two volumes of the ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INDUSTRIAL MUSIC published by Rafal Kochan, the first really COMPLETE collection of all “Industrial” (= any undergroundish

REUTOFF, ULTRA MILKMAIDS, and two excellent compilations...so check them out!!

mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don’t order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

WE ARE ALL DRONES!

BaraKa[H]
29 DALE COOPER QUARTET & THE DICTAPHONES - Parole de Navarre CD Denovali DEN60 2010 French ensemble playing free-style dark ambient. Jazz-Noire with more experimental passages, great atmospheric stuff for friends of BOHREN & DER CLUB OF GORE 14,00 www.denovali.com

30 DEAF CENTER - Owl Splinters LP & CD Type Recordings TYPE080V 2011 the project of ERIK SKODVIN & OTTO TOTLAND, first ed. with bonus CD incl. versions by SVARTE GREINER 19,50 www.typerecords.com

31 D.D.A.A. - Deficit des Annees Anterieures CD Illusion Production IP 050 2011 re-issue of the very first DDAA-MC from 1979 (C-60), plus a bonus live-extract (Cherbourg 1979); lim. 450 copies silk-screen cover, numbered 15,000 www.ipddaa.com

32 EARTH - Angels of Darkness, Demons of Light www.southernlord.com

33 ENCOMIAST - Malpais mCDR Taalem alm68 2010 great one-tracker by this now well-known American project 5,00 www.taalem.com

34 FEAR FALLS BURNING - Dead of Night 7" DotDotDot Music dotdotdottv11 2010 rare 7", clear / red splatter vinyl, nice full colour cover; lim. 360 9,50 www.dotdotdotmusic.com

35 FELIX KURIN & ENSEMBLE INTEGRALES - Echohaus CD Denovali DENO002 2011 highly experimental collaboration by FELIX KURIN (ex KLANGKRUG) with ENSEMBLE INTEGRALES, a contemporary music chamber group, who work together based on a special recording technique .... the result are 15 pieces of really daring & unusual miniatures 14,00 www.dekorder.com

36 FIRST HUMAN FERRO - Corona Astralis CD OMS Records OMSCD051 2005 back in stock this excellent album by the Ukrainian project; sharp & powerful electronic harsh ambient in the way of BAD SECTOR or KR.NUL, inspired by the poetry of Russian writer BULDILOSH 15,00 www.omrsounds.com

37 FIRST HUMAN FERRO - Homer Chaosy CD New Nihium VII / Triangle Limited TRD 06 2011 new great album by this Ukrainian drone-ambient project that seems to be fascinated with pre-natal life in wombs combined, with all cosmic things; a space voyage to deep inner and outer worlds, like a soundtrack to a TARKOVSKY-film that wasn’t made yet.... 13,00 www.newnihium.com

38 GREY MACHINE - Disconnect LP & CD Type Recordings TYPE080V 2011 great one-tracker by this Swiss artist with the project Force of Medusa 15,50 www.maquismusic.com

39 HER NAME IS CALLA - Heritage CD Denovali DEN32 2009 very melancholic post-rock from UK with ecstatic & very sad moments, somewhere between GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR and RADIOHEAD maybe... first "mini"-album from 2008 re-issued by Denovali (length 51+ minutes) 13,00 www.denovali.com

40 HURTADO, MARC & ALAN VEGA - Sniper LP Le Son du Maquis LM54198 2010 collaboration by the ETANT DONNES-half with the SUICIDE legend !! Lim. vinyl version 19,50 www.maquismusic.com

41 HURTADO, MARC & ALAN VEGA - Sniper CD Le Son du Maquis LM54192 2010 collaboration by the ETANT DONNES-half with the SUICIDE legend !!!! www.maquismusic.com

42 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Bridges Intact MC Digitalis Ltd175 2010 MC-only release, C-50, NEW recordings made 2008-2010, lim. 75 copies, professional full-colour cover; sold out from the label, last copies! 8,50 www.digitalisindustries.com

43 IN MEDITARIUM - Uterus CD Denovali DEN53 2010 “A unique mix of indie, postrock, singer/songwriter for fans of 60’s film scores, ROBERT WYATT and HARMONIA” 17,50 www.denovali.com

44 JUV - same CD Miasmah Recordings MIACD014 2011 lost recordings now released by this Norwegian project active between 1996-1998, dark & doomy dronescapes, really good ! Also available as do-CD, please ask if interested! 14,50 www.miasmah.com

45 KOCHAN, RAFAL - ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INDUSTRIAL MUSIC : VOLUME 1 BOOK / do-CD Impulsy Stetoskopu 021a 2010 first volume (A -> C) of a new book-series from Polish label IMPULSY STETOSKOPU listing alphabetically all “industrial” acts of past & present with a description & full discography & photo if available; it features also post- & ambient; really good !! 20 pages, A4 format, 350gr hardcover 20,00 www.denovali.com

46 KOCHAN, RAFAL - ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INDUSTRIAL MUSIC : VOLUME 2 BOOK / do-CD Impulsy Stetoskopu 021b 2010 second volume (D -> I) of a new book-series from Polish label IMPULSY STETOSKOPU listing alphabetically all “industrial” acts of past & present with a description & full discography & photo if available; it features also post- & ambient; really good !! 20 pages, A4 format, 350gr hardcover 20,00 www.denovali.com

47 LARSEN - HMKE Maxi-CD Important Records IMPREC 072 2005 nice 4-track EP feat. JULIA KENT which also has two remixes by DEATHPROD & ORIGAMI GALAKTIKA 9,50 www.importantrecords.com

48 LE SYNDICAT - Propagation CD BKO Media BKOMCD02 / LA NOUVELLE AUDIENCE LNA-E-004 2010 “a psychoacoustic trip into sharpened bruitism”; NEW recordings by the French Bruitism-act, their comeback after many years; daring & mind-blowing; really good ! Also available as do-CD, please ask if interested! 13,00 www.bkomedia.fr

49 LUNDVALL, TOR - The Seasons Unfold 4 x CD-Box DAIS Records 019 2011 luxurious box containing the three winter, spring & summer albums “Ice”, “The Mist”, and “Under the Shadows of Trees” remastered, plus 10 unheard bonus tracks, and the new Autumn album “Turning”; 83 tracks in total! Lim. / numb. ed. 500 copies 14,00 www.daisrecords.com

50 LERICOLAS, RAINIER & SYLVAIN CHAUVEAU - The Absence Broc 007 2011 collaboration-work based on material from CHAUVEAU’S “Singular Forms” album; numb. ed. 500 copies 8,00 www.brocoli.org

51 LETHER - Nowhere CD AS Production AP-04 2010 extremely melancholic & gloomy “ghostown-ambient” from Kiev, Ukraine; nostalgic synth-sound reminisce on the atmosphere of classic Soviet films... comes in DVD box 12,00 www.asproduction.com

52 LORIS - The Cat from Cat Hill 12" Vinyl/CD Layer Records LAY004 / LAY004 2010 layered & with lots of crackling microdetails.. 12,50 www.anothertimbre.com


54 LUNDVALL, TOR - The Seasons Unfold 4 x CD-Box Daïs Records 019 2011 luxurious box containing the three winter, spring & summer albums “Ice”, “The Mist”, and “Under the Shadows of Trees” remastered, plus 10 unheard bonus tracks, and the new Autumn album “Turning”; $3 tracks in total! Lim. / numb. ed. 500 copies 30,00 www.daisrecords.com

55 MAEDER, MARCUS - Annex CD DioniZ 33 2010 an impressive mini-album by this Swiss artist with a strange sound-world of minimal & micro-sounding drones, so tranquil & dense 8,00 www.dioniZ.nl

56 MAEROR TRI - Hypnotikum I LP Soulsearcher SOL008V 2008 100 / re-listed / SPECIAL OFFER only for this update 8,00

57 MARCHETTI, LIONEL / OLIVIER CARPASOS / YOKO HIGASHI - A blue Book CD Daytraxx Records WR 68 2010 lim. 294 copies; very special die-cut cover, looks great! 11,50 www.daytraxx.com

58 MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE - El ogo de la Sombra mLP Latitudes GMT-024V 2011 mini-album (two long 15 min. mixes) with their mixture of trance-induced drone-orientalism and minimal NEU/Krautrock-psychedelia (lyrics are taken from a traditional Tibetan Buddhist Mantra and JORGE LUIS BORGES'!) comes in the typical LATITUDES design, edition of 1000 copies 14,00 www.southernlord.com/southernlab/657 TT
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